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YEED is environmentally conscious

YEED is a company committed to environmental protection:
first of all, in the manufacture of its products but also in its
infrastructure and communication.

The pedestals and accessories 
are made of 80% regenerated 
plastic from recycle household 
waste (yoghurt pots, various 
caps, packaging etc..)

AND RECYCLABLE! 

RECYCLED PRODUCTS

These products, once collected, are cleaned, crushed and 
re-extruded in order to be reinjected into our production 
lines.
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YEED Recycling Process Steps:

COLLECTION
of household wastes
and used pedestals

SHREDDING
of waste

& SHAPING
in reused balls

MANUFACTURE
of pedestals
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This process has no impact on the final quality of
our products for which:

In short, this is just a small detail that reminds you of our 
environmental commitment and that leads you too, to 
participate in this positive approach :-)

It is the diversity of the products collected and reinjected
in the production which is mainly at the origin of the coloring
of final production material of our pedestals. 

A choice, that we have chosen to further strengthen our 
commitment to ecology!

We explain you!

A material quality control is

carried out at each delivery

with a certificate of conformity
a compression test of the
pedestals is done regularly in order to ensure the product's
resistance.

Why can the color of the pedestals vary slightly?
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The little extra !

We are proud that the use of recycled material, instead
of virgin resin, limits our carbon impact during the 
manufacturing process of our products.

Each Kg of recycled 

material used allows

us to reduce the carbon

impact of our products

by 1.92kg of CO2.

Would you like to make a commitment to the planet? 

Join our recycling program by contacting us!

contact : 
green-recycling@yeedgroup.com

This translates into a reduction of our carbon footprint by:

0,77 kg of CO² for a 150/260mm pedestal height

0,46 kg of CO² for a 90/150mm pedestal height 

0,40 kg of CO² for a 60/90 mm pedestal height 

0,34 kg of CO²for a 40/60 mm pedestal height

0,27 kg of CO² for a 25/40 mm pedestal height
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Join us on Social Media : @Yeedgroup


